General Education Goals

Collaborate Effectively
(Teamwork & Intercultural Knowledge & Competence)
- Communicate effectively with people from different backgrounds.
- Share and build on ideas from many cultural experiences.
- Learn & demonstrate effective teamwork skills.
- Address and manage conflict effectively.

Reason & Act Ethically
(Ethical Reasoning)
- Develop a personal ethical code of conduct.
- Apply that code effectively in different situations.
- Explain how that code applies to community based ethical issues.
- Explain how that code applies to global ethical issues.

Persist in Addressing Complex Problems
(Problem Solving)
- Develop a personal well-being plan.
- Apply that personal well-being plan as you work through set-backs, errors and failures.
- Explain one or two clear problem statements.
- Explain how following a personal well-being plan allows you to approach problems playfully and creatively.

Respond Creatively
(Civic Engagement and Creative Thinking)
- Consider context creatively in responding to opportunities.
- Explore and Create multi-dimensional approaches to respond to opportunities.
- Explore connections with other topics or opportunities.
- Transform solutions to entirely new forms.